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Java and BAPI Technology for SAP (Prima Tech's Sap Book Series)Premier Press, 2000
Draw from the authors' years of experience with SAP implementations. Follow along and learn how platform independent Java can reduce both development and on-going maintenence costs for custom software. Learn how to integrate Java with SAP, and the basics of integrating the SAP Automation toolkit to develop applets or Java applications.
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Professional Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Combining tried-and-true CSS, XML, and JavaScript™ technologies, Ajax provides web developers with the ability to create more sophisticated and responsive user interfaces and break free from the "click-and-wait" standard that has dominated the web since its introduction.
    This book discusses the range of request brokers...
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A Manager's Guide To PR Projects: A Practical Approach (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
A Manager s Guide to PR Projects was conceived, gestated, and produced
out of sheer frustration. Perhaps a more academic approach to this explanation
would be to say that one university professor experienced considerable
difficulty in acquiring appropriate materials to support a pedagogical approach
involving student...
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Networking Explained, Second EditionDigital Press, 2001
Gallo and Hancock provide a sophisticated introduction to their subject in a clear, readable format. These two top networking experts answer hundreds of questions about hardware, software, standards, and future directions in network technology.

	Wireless networks
	Convergence of voice and data
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Systems Approach to Engineering Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This comprehensive resource shows how to incorporate systems thinking &   systems engineering techniques into every stage of the design process from  concept inception, testing, & quality assurance, to implementation,   delivery, & upgrading     

       As high-tech engineering organizations learn to do more with less, they...
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Introduction to Electric CircuitsButterworth-Heinemann, 1995
Well written and well presented... I would strongly recommend this book.,International Journal of Electrical Engineering Education, -- Review     

       An Introduction to Electric Circuits is essential reading for first year students of electronics and electrical engineering who need to get to grips quickly with the basic...
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Numerical Quantum Dynamics (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
This book describes computational methods used in quantum  dynamics with emphasis on small quantum systems.   Computational physics is a fundamental physical discipline at the  forefront of physical research. Thus it is an indisputable fact that  computational physics form part of the essential landscape of physical  science and education. In the...
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Introduction to Fluid MechanicsButterworth-Heinemann, 1999

	Fluid mechanics is often seen as the most difficult core subject encountered by engineering students. The problem stems from the necessity to visualise complex flow patterns and fluid behaviour modelled by high level mathematics. This text overcomes this difficulty by introducing the concepts through everyday examples, before moving on to the...
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ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and ScienceMIT Press, 2010

	In ThermoPoetics, Barri Gold sets out to show us how analogous, intertwined, and mutually productive poetry and physics may be. Charting the simultaneous emergence of the laws of thermodynamics in literature and in physics that began in the 1830s, Gold finds that not only can science influence literature, but literature can influence...
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Designing the iPhone User Experience: A User-Centered Approach to Sketching and Prototyping iPhone AppsAddison Wesley, 2010

	Given the fiercely competitive state of the iPhone app landscape, it has become increasingly challenging for app designers and developers to differentiate their apps. The days are long gone when it was possible to crank out an app over the weekend and refine it after receiving a few not so flattering user reviews....
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Essentials of Computational Chemistry: Theories and ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Essentials of Computational Chemistry provides a balanced introduction to this dynamic subject.  Suitable for both experimentalists and theorists, a wide range of samples and applications are included drawn from all key areas.  The book carefully leads the reader thorough the necessary equations providing information explanations...
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How Electronic Things Work... And What to do When They Don'tMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Electronic equipment 'on the blink'? Don't junk it or pay sky-high repair costs - fix it yourself! Here's a guide to understanding and repairing electronics equipment written for people who would ordinarily 'call the shop'. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp of the workings of the...
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